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ESTHER-BEATE KÖRBER, Öffentlichkeiten in der Frühen Neuzeit: Teil-
nehmer, Formen, Institutionen und Entscheidungen öffentlicher Kommu-
nikation im Herzogtum Preußen von 1525 bis 1618 , Beiträge zur Kom-
munikationsgeschichte, 7 (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter,
1998), xiv + 536 pp. ISBN 3 11 015600 8. DM 298.00

A few years ago, Seyla Benhabib deplored the fact that the ‘public
sphere’—a concept debated by social scientists ever since Walter
Lippmann in the 1920s and reconsidered by Jürgen Habermas in
1962—had nostalgically been declared a phenomenon destroyed by
the anonymity of modern industrial and urban society. 1 The author
expressed the hope that post-modern ‘decentring’ of an abstract and
inflexible notion of the public sphere would result in a more demo-
cratic practice of citizenship, and recommended that all parts of soci-
ety should be given a chance to enter this sphere and participate in it,
on condition, however, that these groups take notice of each other’s
needs. A similar conclusion is drawn by Esther-Beate Körber in her
ambitious survey of the development of the public sphere from 1525
to 1618. Faced with the limits of the monopolistic position of what
Körber calls ‘the public sphere of information’ of mass communica-
tion which, at the beginning of the third millennium, ‘the whole peo-
ple’ participate in on the basis of electronic media, increasingly mul-
ticultural European societies could find new means of internal differ-
entiation into cultural, religious, linguistic, and national minorities.
Yet civil society could break down if these groups were not willing to
maintain links between each other and a wider public sphere by pre-
serving their past as well as constructing a way into the future. 

Körber’s study of three public spheres—the public sphere of
power and political authority ( Öffentlichkeit der Macht ), the public
sphere of education, and cultural and moral authority ( Öffentlichkeit
der Bildung), and the sphere of information ( Öffentlichkeit der
Informationen)—is set in the context of Ducal Prussia between 1525,
when Albrecht of Hohenzollern turned the state of the Teutonic
Order into a secular duchy, and the eve of the Thirty Years War. It
presents a clever refutation of Jürgen Habermas’s narrow definition
of early modern Öffentlichkeit as mere representation of a ruler’s
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power, to the exclusion of wider society. This book convincingly
demonstrates that more broadly defined public spheres—of educa-
tion and of information—did not emerge only with the ‘bourgeois
age’ of the Enlightenment or industrial and capitalist society, but that
there are continuities in the forms as well as the content of public
communication. There have always been hierarchies of public
spheres, with varying degrees of authoritarian or egalitarian quali-
ties. 

Most historical works on Prussia have stressed the conflict
between the dukes and the Estates of Ducal Prussia, which culminat-
ed in the second half of the seventeenth century under the rule of
Frederick William, the Great Elector (1640-88). This study does not
follow such paths. The three public spheres, defined and identified
above, dictate the structure of the study. The ‘public sphere of power’
is analysed through its participants (the duke, the Estates, the cities,
the peasants, and the Duchy’s relationship with the Crown and
Estates of Poland), its channels of communication (of an oral, written,
or symbolic nature), the process of decision-making in the Prussian
Diet, the dissemination of official information through the develop-
ing postal system, and, finally, the handling of government
‘secrets’—arcana—and early political publications. Departing from
traditional treatments of the ducal-noble dualism, the author’s inter-
est focuses on the institutional and procedural principles of commu-
nication between personae publicae, people in power, and other parts
of society. Most remarkable, albeit hardly surprising to early modern
historians, is the contrast between an uncompromising political rhet-
oric of power, and the pragmatic and consensus-based practice of
political negotiation between conflicting parties. Diets followed the
principle of consensus and unanimity, circulating the argument as
long as was necessary to win over or at least to convince opposing
voices to remain silent—a practice well-known among East Central
European Estate systems, above all in Poland-Lithuania. Although
one would like to know more about other, more informal procedures
of decision-making, such as the role of patronage, the results are
impressive: they reveal a governmental and parliamentary system
well informed by newspapers, messengers, correspondents, and
envoys, giving a clear advantage to the ruler and his circle, a system
which was never at risk of losing control over governmental ‘secrets’
and deliberately channelled information and publications aimed at a
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small literate élite beyond the parliament, and which was only occa-
sionally breached by political publications evading censorship.

The participants in the second public sphere, the ‘sphere of edu-
cation, and cultural and moral authority’, typically were leading fig-
ures designing, implementing, and benefiting from education pro-
grammes at the time—politicians, theologians, professors, teachers,
and students. Forms of communication in this sphere included oral,
written, and symbolic variations, song, theatre and public prayers,
whereas printing revolutionized the ways in which information was
disseminated. The most important point which this part makes is to
suggest that the development of religious orthodoxy in the Lutheran
Duchy of Prussia was a reaction to theological controversy under
Duke Albrecht’s court preacher Osiander in the middle of the six-
teenth century, and against the decision by Elector Johann Sigismund
in 1613 to convert to Calvinism. Körber documents the complexities
of the mutual influence exercised by the spheres of education and
power, including censorship, the control over printing presses by a
ducal monopoly, the failure of the consensual approach in religious
controversies, the power of synods, the success of Polish demands for
the toleration of Catholics in the Duchy, and the establishment of an
absolute moral and philosophical authority, which increasingly char-
acterized later sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century religious and
moral publications. According to Körber this growing tendency to
appeal to absolute authorities in religious treatises lent confessional-
izing policies their impetus and strength, but impoverished the
scholarly public sphere and disrupted dialogue. This bleak picture of
the age of confessional conflict, however, is contradicted by the polit-
ical practice in the Duchy which set limits to orthodox intolerance.
Printed treatises do not reveal the whole truth: Calvinist rulers could
not impose their confession on the Lutheran country, nor did the
Lutheran majority succeed in eradicating the Catholic minority.
Everyday politics once more followed more consensual and prag-
matic lines. 

The analysis of the third and last public sphere—that of informa-
tion or ‘of all the people’—is methodologically the most problematic.
‘Everybody’ is a participant (through non-verbal communication
such as church bells, the symbolism of the gallows, or pictorial mate-
rial), illiterate and literate groups—with varying ability to absorb and
pass on information. Forms of communication compare with those of
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the previously discussed forms, whereby written information
remains non-dominant, but of growing significance as times goes on.
Körber stresses that in this public sphere, the assessment of the value
of information has not changed much over the centuries. Now as in
the sixteenth century, the novelty, the truth and the sensation value
(‘terror’) of the news are decisive—not the degree of absolute (reli-
gious or other) authority to which it appeals, as is the case with infor-
mation originating in the public sphere of education. For the public
sphere ‘of all’, truth is established not by the authority of the Church
Fathers or Aristotle, but by eye-witnesses and sensational experience.
It is here that Körber is most convincing. The ‘sphere of information’,
helped but not created by the development of the printing press as a
new medium, always existed, but expanded throughout the centuries
that followed the ‘Gutenberg revolution’, until it became the only
public sphere recognized as legitimate today. Even the early modern
readership of the ‘information sphere’ received its knowledge from
newspapers and practical books advising on medical, economic, or
other everyday matters. A German-Polish dictionary, for example,
printed in the Duchy of Prussia in 1558, went through twelve edi-
tions by 1607. This is hardly a sign, as Körber suggests (p. 173), that
Polish, unlike German, was not a language of controversy, and that
theological literature in Polish served only preachers or schoolteach-
ers, and was only used in the private sphere. Körber’s assessment
that ‘non-German’ national languages were of ‘lesser public status’
does not apply to Polish, which, unlike Lithuanian, was well estab-
lished as a literary language in the sixteenth century. Several promi-
nent nobles in the Duchy knew Polish or were bilingual, and the
large number of dictionaries could not have been destined only for
export because there was a considerable number of printing presses
in Poland-Lithuania and Polish Prussia producing similar practical
language aids which formed part of the ‘public sphere of informa-
tion’. 

Körber concludes her study with a glance at the interrelations
between the three public spheres. The last sphere expanded at the
expense of the sphere of educated personae publicae, usually theolo-
gians. Their influence was increasingly replaced by an informed, but
not necessarily highly educated, public, including also a female read-
ership. The Achilles heel of this theory, however, may lie in its exag-
gerated emphasis on the leading theological disputants who alleged-
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ly dominated the sphere of education. There is little information
about the large and influential literature in public law, philosophy,
medical subjects, and history. Secular education, at the secondary
level (in the academic Gymnasien), seemingly has no role in this
model of public spheres, yet it produced a non-religious élite and
public, not all of whom adhered to the ‘sphere of power’. The study
would have benefited from a consideration of studies of education in
the Reformation period, such as works by Gerald Strauss and Chris
Friedrichs. 

The book’s greatest weakness, however, is its heavy reliance on
outdated secondary works and old-fashioned interpretations of the
history of Ducal Prussia. There is practically no reference to key
Polish works (almost all provided with German summaries) based
on extensive archival research on the political and social history of
Ducal Prussia in the sixteenth century. Almost no account has been
taken of the large body of scholarship produced by historians such as
Janusz Mallek, Frantiszek Mincer, Barbara Janiszewska-Mincer, Igor
Kakolewski, Jacek Wijaczka, Bogdan Wachowiak, and Andrzej
Kamienski, to name but a few; instead Körber uses older works by
Walter Hubatsch and his pupils, which remain strongly under the
influence of the anti-Polish bias of German Ostforschung. Even Klaus
Zernack, an eminent German historian who has published extensive-
ly on Prussian-Polish relations, is scarcely mentioned. This is most
unfortunate, since Körber’s clear attempt to fit Ducal Prussia into a
wider context of communication—for example, between the Estates
and Poland through regular Polish commissions in Königsberg—
would have been much more convincing if she had also taken notice
of the Polish dimension of the scholarship available on her topic. 

Yet another issue raises doubts: the author’s explanation for end-
ing her study in 1618. The onset of the Thirty Years War and the
recognition of the electoral line of the house of Brandenburg as
hereditary rulers in the Duchy are perfectly good reasons for such a
choice, but the statement that ‘Ducal Prussia gave up independent
policy-making after 1618 and was henceforth ruled by Berlin’ (p. 31)
needs to be challenged. Not only does it seem a strange lapse into the
outdated paradigm of ‘absolutism’, which Körber is ready to dismiss
elsewhere in the book, but to suggest that Ducal Prussia became a
‘peripheral’ territory for the Hohenzollern rulers and for European
politics (pp. 31-2) is questionable, considering the crucial importance
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it played in the elevation of the Hohenzollern dynasty to royal status
in 1701. Frederick III’s self-coronation would never have been toler-
ated by the Emperor had he merely been Elector of Brandenburg and
not also Duke of Prussia. The Hohenzollerns would not have sur-
vived the Thirty Years War so relatively unscathed without the pos-
session of the duchy, virtually untouched by the war. Consequently,
the Electors of Brandenburg spent long periods of time in
Königsberg, not in Berlin. Without the economic power of the duchy,
and without the vital relationship with Poland which granted the
Hohenzollern rulers sovereignty over the duchy in the treaties of
Welawa/Wehlau and Bydgoszcz/Bromberg (1657), the proverbial
‘rise of Prussia’ would have been very different indeed. Contrary to
Körber’s perception, the Duchy of Prussia remained a key centre of
European politics throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies, be it during the Swedish-Polish wars (1655-60), the Great
Northern War (1700-21), or the Seven Years War (1756-63), when it
was occupied by Russia. 

There are a few more minor points which need correction: there
was no election diet in Poland in 1559 (p. 79); Polish magnates did not
have the privilege de non appellando during Albrecht’s rule, as this
right was not fully established until 1579, when noble tribunals were
introduced – which was after Albrecht’s death in 1568 (p. 79); Elbing
was not a ‘Warmian city’ (p. 354), but, like Danzig and Thorn, was
subject directly to the Polish crown, with clearly defined control over
its own territory and a seat and vote in the Polish Prussian dietine
(sejmik or Landtag); Warmian cities had no voice in the Prussian
dietine, but were represented only by the Warmian bishop, who
presided over the sejmik. 

On the whole, however, this is an impressive study, which truly
lives up to its claim to interdisciplinarity. It ought to influence future
teaching and research on the ‘printing revolution’, which should be
renamed the ‘communication revolution’. As Körber shows, it was
not the means of communication, its forms and media, which marked
the rise of a general public sphere ‘of all’ in the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries, but its success in replacing the dominant position of
the ‘public sphere of education’ and its orthodox authorities.

KARIN FRIEDRICH is a Lecturer in History at the School of Slavonic
and East European Studies, University College London, and the
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author of The Other Prussia: Royal Prussia, Poland and Liberty, 1569-
1772 (2000). She has also published on questions of national identity
and on urban and cultural history in early modern East Central
Europe. She is currently writing the first volume of a two-volume his-
tory of the Prussian lands, 1454-1795.
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